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Abstract 

Digital platforms are under public scrutiny and face a negotiation process regarding their 

social responsibility. In this institutional discourse about moral responsibilities, corporate 

actors aim at defending the legitimacy of digital platforms. This study conceptualizes strate-

gic communication as a means for conveying conformity to legitimacy expectations, to shape 

legitimacy judgements, and to discursively conduct institutional work. A critical discourse 

analysis of Zuckerberg’s testimony before the EU Parliament finds that pragmatic, moral, 

and cognitive legitimacy is signaled through corporate ability, responsibility, and conformity 

narratives, respectively. Moreover, Zuckerberg’s techno-libertarian talk advocates Silicon 

Valley ideology through utility narratives of artificial intelligence. Thus, Zuckerberg con-

ducts institutional work as an institutional entrepreneur whose strategic communication 

seeks to manipulate views as well as institutions.  
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Introduction 

Digital platforms such Facebook, Twitter, Google, and YouTube have become power-

ful curators and instruments of online communication on a global scale. While globally act-

ing businesses are specifically expected to behave socially and politically responsible 

(Scherer & Palazzo, 2011), there is a growing consensus that digital platforms have negative 

implications for democracies through their enabling of information distribution that influ-

ences political opinions and elections (e.g., Bannister & Connolly, 2018; Healey & Woods, 

2017). Especially Facebook is under public scrutiny and faces a negotiation process regard-

ing its social responsibilities stemming from the Cambridge Analytica scandal in March 

2018. This scandal, which was related to a misuse of personal user data without consent, is 

accompanied by a public discussion of the social responsibilities of digital platforms. The 

scandal was also the initiator of hearings on Facebook in the U.S. Senate and the European 

Parliament. Despite the significant role of digital platforms in global communications and 

the growing attention to their social responsibilities, “a radical reassessment of [Google’s 

and Facebook’s] roles in society is overdue, and with it an appreciation of the responsibilities 

that accompany the power that they have acquired.” (Naughton, 2018, p. 389).  

This study aims at explaining how Facebook strategically negotiates its social respon-

sibilities. While neo-institutional theory suggests that external legitimacy expectations func-

tion as conformity constraints for company behavior, suggesting that digital platforms 

broadly act in accordance to social responsibility expectations, discursive institutionalism 

argues that external expectations are socially constructed. The latter involves the evaluand 

as strategic communicator who potentially affects social expectations. Building on both in-

stitutionalist theories, this study uses critical discourse analysis to investigate the strategic 

defense narratives and their discursive functions that Facebook’s founder and CEO Mark 
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Zuckerberg spoke about in his testimony before the European Parliament in May 2018. It 

conceptualizes the testimony as a form of strategic corporate social responsibility (CSR) 

communication that strives at influencing legitimacy judgments of Facebook and is an at-

tempt at institutional work.  

Theoretical Framework 

Legitimacy Expectations as Isomorphic Constraints  

According to Meyer and Rowan (1977), institutions are considered as exogenous con-

straints for company behavior and explain isomorphic conduct across companies. In this 

sense, companies are regarded as results of complying with external expectations by aligning 

their conduct to norms and standards (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983; Meyer & Rowan, 1977; 

Zucker, 1987). Companies consider norms and standards because they are embedded in a 

political and economic environment that addresses these expectations (Campbell, 2007; 

Waddock, 2008). Otherwise, organizations lose their legitimacy and “reservoir of support” 

(Tost, 2011, p. 686), which is vital for their survival (Ashforth & Gibbs, 1990).  

To behave in a legitimate manner can thus be conceptualized as an isomorphic con-

straint for companies. Corporate legitimacy is defined as “a generalized perception or as-

sumption that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within some so-

cially constructed system of norms” (Suchman, 1995, p. 574). This definition supports 

Meyer and Rowan’s (1977) concept that social expectations on a macro level determine how 

companies ought to operate, providing legitimacy when they conform (Alvesson, Hallett, & 

Spicer, 2019, p. 120). In order to be perceived as legitimate, a company must adapt to ex-

pectations of external parties. External parties function as a company’s legitimacy judges, 

such as consumers and suppliers as well as so-called validation institutions such as regulators 
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and the news media (Bitektine & Haack, 2015). Bitektine and Haack (2015) state that cor-

porate legitimacy is an assessment by individual judges on a micro level that is constructed 

from direct perceptions of company behavior, perceptions of the legitimacy that validation 

institutions ascribe to a company, and the perception of a collective legitimacy judgment. 

Thus, corporate legitimacy is a complex social judgment nurtured by various legitimacy cues. 

CSR provides cues for judging corporate legitimacy (Johansen & Ellerup Nielsen, 

2011; Lock & Schulz-Kappe, 2019). CSR can be conceptualized as a company’s capacity to 

respond to moralistic, social pressures (Vallentin, 2007) and represents a set of norms that is 

central to a perception of companies being desirable and appropriate. The widely homoge-

nous adaption of companies to social responsibilities suggests that such expectations repre-

sent isomorphic constraints (Campbell, 2007). According to Carroll’s (1991) set of four hi-

erarchical corporate social responsibilities, companies are expected to conform to business, 

legal, ethical, and philanthropic standards. While operating profitably and obeying the law 

comprise rather essential requirements for enduring as a company, the latter two dimensions 

are less obligatory. Ethical responsibility, i.e., to do what is just and fair and to avoid harm, 

is described as expected and a philanthropic responsibility, i.e., to be a good citizen as de-

sired by society (Carroll, 1991). Carroll’s responsibilities represent the implementation of 

social expectations in company behavior. That is, corporate social responsibility behavior is 

the result of adapting to external expectations. Yet since corporate legitimacy is the judge-

ment of company behavior by external parties, credibly fulfilling social responsibilities 

grants corporate legitimacy (Lock & Schulz-Kappe, 2019).  

Suchman (1995) differentiates three co-existing legitimacy dimensions: pragmatic, 

moral, and cognitive. First, pragmatic legitimacy is ascribed to a company when the com-

pany’s most immediate audiences perceive that they receive benefits from the company’s 
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actions and believe the company responds to their interests. This form of legitimacy refers 

to the match between self-interests of individuals and company conduct, transforming the 

role of audiences into utility-expecting constituencies (Suchman, 1995, p. 578). Sharehold-

ers may expect a company to be merely profitable, which is an essential business responsi-

bility according to Carroll (1991). In contrast, consumers may expect to purchase a useful 

product that was produced under fair conditions, which falls under moral responsibilities. 

Regulators may consider companies that are good citizens as highly legitimate. That is, prag-

matic legitimacy depends on specific expectations of roles by legitimacy judges and can be 

nurtured from various dimensions of Carroll’s (1991) corporate responsibility.  

Suchman’s (1995) second dimension of moral legitimacy is primarily related to Car-

roll’s ethical and philanthropic responsibilities. Moral legitimacy is a socially constructed 

judgment of ethical company behavior, i.e., “the right thing to do” (Suchman, 1995, p. 579). 

If a company acts ethically and philanthropically responsible, it may be judged as morally 

legitimate. But a company can also lose moral legitimacy if it breaks business or legal rules 

due to immoral reasons, i.e., not doing everything to avoid harm or not behaving as a good 

citizen. This relates also to Carroll’s business and legal responsibilities. Castelló and Lozano 

(2011, p. 14) argue that moral legitimacy becomes more important in global societies and is 

needed to comply with new sustainability expectations among stakeholders.  

The third form of legitimacy may represent a subtle and powerful legitimacy status at 

the same time (Suchman, 1995, p. 583): Cognitive legitimacy emerges “if acceptance is 

based on some broadly shared taken-for-granted assumptions” (Palazzo & Scherer, 2006, 

p. 72), indicating that any deviation from the status quo is unthinkable. The status of cogni-

tive legitimacy may be reached if a company steadily acts in line with social expectations, 

indicating that isomorphic adaptation grants cognitive legitimacy (Scherer, Palazzo, & Seidl, 
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2013). Technologies or policies may gain a taken-for-granted status, but true cognitive le-

gitimacy may hardly be reached by a company, according to Suchman (1995).  

A company can move from pragmatic to moral and to cognitive legitimacy, suggesting 

a hierarchical relation between these dimensions (Suchman, 1995). Yet, while pragmatic and 

moral legitimacy is based on discursive evaluation, cognitive legitimacy relates to unspoken 

assumptions (Suchman, 1995, p. 585). Figure 1 portrays corporate legitimacy as a three-

dimensional, hierarchical social judgment being nurtured by CSR signals and taking institu-

tional legitimacy expectations of society on a macro level into consideration. When legiti-

macy expectations on a macro level function as isomorphic constraints, companies adapt to 

these expectations (conformation strategy).  

Legitimacy Expectations as a Product of Corporate Manipulation  

Corporate legitimacy as a product of discursive institutional work. Legitimacy is 

a judgment that is based on perceptions of companies’ observable properties and behaviors 

(Bitektine & Haack, 2015). Moreover, legitimacy judges select the social norms on which 

they judge the legitimacy of a company (Bitektine & Haack, 2015). This allows a corporate 

evaluand to behave strategically to manipulate their legitimacy categories and perceptions. 

To be perceived as legitimate, companies can present themselves as conforming to existing 

institutional expectations as well as manipulate those institutional expectations (Scherer et 

al., 2013; Suchman, 1995). Scherer et al. (2013) suggest that companies favor manipulation 

over conformation when the costs of corporate change are high. Suchman (1995) indicates 

that manipulation is specifically relevant for innovators who must actively promote new in-

stitutions, i.e., they become institutional entrepreneurs.  
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The idea to actively change institutions is central in the discursive turn of institution-

alism, where institutions are not merely regarded as external constraints for company behav-

ior but as negotiable by all parties concerned. That is, corporate actors can participate in the 

social process of constructing institutions. In this way, institutions are described as social 

constructs resulting from a social process in which external and corporate actors are discur-

sively involved (Kostova, Roth, & Dacin, 2008). In this negotiation process, communication 

is key, understood as dialogic interaction between the public, the media, and political and 

corporate actors (Schmidt, 2008, p. 310). Hence, “all institutions are discursive products” 

(Phillips, Lawrence, & Hardy, 2004, p. 638) resulting from communicative struggles be-

tween actors who push to change or maintain a practice (Clemente & Roulet, 2015). That is, 

through discourse, institutions can be strengthened, renewed, altered, or disposed. 

Corporate actors who actively change institutions according to their interests represent 

institutional entrepreneurs (DiMaggio, 1988; Maguire, Hardy, & Lawrence, 2004). In insti-

tutional entrepreneurialism, actors work to influence institutions by lobbying, for instance, 

for regulatory change. The attempt to influence institutions is conceptualized as institutional 

work, that is, “the purposive action of individuals and organizations aimed at creating, main-

taining and disrupting institutions” (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006, p. 215). Related to the idea 

that institutions are discursively constructed, the work of institutional entrepreneurs is dis-

cursive in nature (Maguire & Hardy, 2016). Highlighting the role of communication, 

Maguire and Hardy (2016, p. 8) conceptualize institutional entrepreneurs as “authors of texts” 

that structure institutional discourse.  

Lawrence and Suddaby (2006) identify various forms of discursive institutional work 

that result in institutional innovation, maintenance, and disruption. Advocacy, for instance, 

creates new institutions by using suasion to mobilize political and regulatory support. In 

https://doi.org/10.1080/1553118X.2019.1613661
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contrast, mythologizing maintains existing institutions by creating and sustaining stories re-

garding an institution’s past. Actors disrupt institutions by reconfiguring or problematizing 

the boundaries that constitute them (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006, p. 138). Institutional work 

thus attempts to discursively shape institutions, potentially including corporate legitimacy 

categories.  

The opportunity to discursively manipulate legitimacy expectations and legitimacy 

judgments is illustrated in Figure 1 (manipulation strategy). The implementation of institu-

tional work can be conceptualized as strategic communication in which specific communi-

cation strategies are applied for each of Suchman’s legitimacy dimensions, as described in 

the next section. 

[Figure 1 about here] 

Signaling legitimacy through strategic communication. Corporate communication 

comprises symbolic activities aimed at creating favorable views among stakeholders a com-

pany depends on (van Riel & Fombrun, 2007) and thus provides argumentation that sepa-

rates the organization from an illegitimate status (Ashforth & Gibbs, 1990; Suchman, 1995). 

Strategic corporate communication comprises all communication “that is substantial for the 

survival and sustained success” (Zerfass, Verčič, Nothhaft, & Werder, 2018, p. 493) of a 

company. Communication signaling corporate legitimacy can be classified as strategically 

significant for the company goals. While signaling conformity with legitimacy expectations 

through strategic communication, companies may also use communication strategically to 

shape legitimacy expectations and their legitimacy image. As described in the previous sec-

tion, these manipulation attempts comprise discursive institutional work. With strategic 

communication, companies attempt to discursively shape their legitimacy image as well as 

the categories on which their legitimacy will be judged (Palazzo & Scherer, 2006; Scherer 
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et al., 2013). Thus, discursive institutional work can be recognized as a feature of strategic 

communication. 

Various communication strategies have been identified for communicating corporate 

legitimacy or legitimizing decisions (Kim & Rader, 2010; Scherer et al., 2013; Suchman, 

1995; van Leeuwen & Wodak, 1999). Each of these strategies can be assigned to one legiti-

macy dimension. First, pragmatic legitimacy is signaled through responding to audience de-

mands (Suchman, 1995) and can be conveyed by a corporate ability-focused communication 

strategy as suggested by Kim and Rader (2010), who define corporate ability as a company’s 

expertise in producing high-quality products or services. Corporate communication that trig-

gers product-related associations and consumption benefits can contribute to the pragmatic 

legitimacy of a company. This relates to instrumental rationalization by focusing on the util-

ities and positive externalities of products or services, identified by van Leeuwen and Wodak 

(1999) as one of four discursive legitimization strategies. That is, an ability-focused strategy 

may use instrumental rationalization to argue pragmatic legitimacy. Further, storytelling 

about the founding myth or company history, i.e., mythopoesis (van Leeuwen & Wodak, 

1999), indicates corporate ability. Lawrence and Suddaby (2006) describe the method of 

mythologizing to maintain the status quo of an institution. Secondly, moral legitimacy can 

be signaled through moral reasoning (Scherer et al., 2013) and conforming to ideals (Such-

man, 1995). Social-responsibility talk suggests that the company is a good member of society 

regarding social, environmental, and political issues (Kim & Rader, 2010, p. 63), referring 

to ethical and philanthropic responsibilities (Carroll, 1991). Regarding the legitimization of 

decisions, van Leeuwen and Wodak (1999) identify moral evaluation through referencing 

values such as well-being, leadership, public interest, and security. Regarding values, Such-

man (1995) suggests referring to success stories, for instance technical success, since success 

https://doi.org/10.1080/1553118X.2019.1613661
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preludes moral value. In order to repair moral legitimacy, companies need to explain their 

mistakes and revise their practices (Suchman, 1995). Third, for cognitive legitimacy, com-

panies need to conform to external expectations (Scherer et al., 2013; Suchman, 1995). For 

instance, companies need to formalize and professionalize their operations to meet the inter-

ests and concerns of their most powerful interest groups (Scherer et al., 2013). Moreover, 

companies can conduct institutional work through popularizing new models, which repre-

sents a cognitive legitimation strategy (Suchman, 1995). The implication of conformity can 

be achieved through references to authorities such as the law, industry standards, common 

sense, or specific individuals, i.e., authorization (van Leeuwen & Wodak, 1999). On the one 

hand, actors “borrow” the legitimacy of other entities and attempt to convey it to their issues. 

On the other hand, actors illustrate that they are conforming to expectations of external au-

thorities. In general, such communication strategies have to be perceived as credible in order 

to positively affect legitimacy (Lock & Schulz-Kappe, 2019). Table 1 summarizes the dis-

cursive legitimation strategies per legitimacy dimension. 

[Table 1 about here] 

Digital Platforms and Their Legitimacy Crisis 

Digital platforms are defined based on their application of digital technology on two-

sided markets of users and suppliers and are sub-classified by their revenue model. Digital 

platforms use “digital technology as an interface between the users or consumers of a product 

or service and its suppliers” (Coyle, 2018, p. 50). Advertising-funded platforms such as 

Google, Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter represent one subcategory of digital platforms in 

which users access content produced by suppliers and can produce content themselves. The 
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revenue model of these advertising-funded platforms is based on the bundling of user atten-

tion to which advertising can be targeted and thus on harvesting human attention for com-

modification (Wu, 2016).  

The conduct of digital platforms is often described as purely revenue-driven and lack-

ing ethical responsibility. Facebook, for instance, is portrayed as “an algorithm-driven ad-

vertising company governed solely by profit imperatives” (Pickard, 2017, para 4) that views 

users as “targets of data extraction” (Zuboff, 2015, p. 86). This focus on business logics is 

identified as “surveillance capitalism” (Zuboff, 2015), viewing platforms as economic actors 

that react to business responsibilities instead of considering social responsibilities.  

Besides revenue orientation, the logics of digital platforms are found to include the 

belief in the ubiquitous capacity of technology. Healey and Woods (2017) describe such 

techno-utopian views as part of the Silicon Valley ideology. This includes the assumption 

that information should be free because “the pathway to personal happiness and social well-

being is the collection and distribution of information” (Healey & Woods, 2017, p. 3). Rus-

sell (2017) argues that such technology logics build an institutional force embracing the be-

lief that every problem can be solved with digital technology and that technology serves 

society. As a result, humans “naively believe that for most personal and social needs there 

must be largely technological solutions” (Schultze, 2004, p. 19), and Silicon Valley technol-

ogy elites advocate and defend this view (Healey & Woods, 2017). 

Generally, digital platforms’ products and services bear positive as well as negative 

externalities for societies. Positive externalities are generated through encouraging engage-

ment in public debate and politics, for instance. However, digital platforms also generate 

negative externalities based on the same conduct, such as the distribution of disinformation, 

https://doi.org/10.1080/1553118X.2019.1613661
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which negatively affects the public sphere. Being systemic intermediaries for communica-

tion, digital platforms have initially, unintendedly gained power over the public sphere, 

which platforms now intentionally use to generate revenue by offering access to users whose 

viewpoints can potentially be changed (Naughton, 2018). With such great power comes great 

responsibility. However, it has been argued that digital platforms widely ignore their respon-

sibilities to society (Taddeo & Floridi, 2016; Tan & Tan, 2012) and that social responsibility 

is not part of platform logics (Napoli & Caplan, 2017; Russell, 2017). That socially respon-

sible behavior is not in balance with expectations becomes visible in public debate, in which 

the moral legitimacy of platforms is questioned. According to Taddeo and Floridi (2016), 

much discussed negative externalities of digital platforms are the biasing of public debate, 

censorship, harmful content, and freedom of speech, as well as user privacy protection and 

data access consent.  

The negative consequences of digital platforms’ products and services for its users, as 

well as society and the public debate about it, indicate a product and service crisis on an end 

level. According to Jong and van der Meer (2017), corporate social responsibility for prod-

ucts and services means that a company uses its products and services to do good. The end 

level involves objectives related to products and services “such as consumer health in the 

case of the dairy firm, and the creation of entrepreneurial opportunities in the case of the 

bank” (Jong & van der Meer, 2017, p. 78), or the provision of a public sphere that fosters 

unbiased information distribution in the case of digital platforms. That is, digital platforms 

face a product-harm crisis that is defined as “well-publicized occurrences wherein products 

are found to be defective or dangerous” (Dawar & Pillutla, 2010, p. 215). Yet, in the Cam-

bridge Analytical scandal, a third party was involved using Facebook as a platform to collect 

user data, which indicates aspects of a supplier crisis. A socially responsible company is 
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“actively urging its suppliers to also become sustainable or socially responsible” (Jong & van 

der Meer, 2017, p. 79), which Facebook did not. Although it was a third party that acted 

socially irresponsibly, Facebook can be ascribed responsibility for the behavior of the third 

party. Thus, the Cambridge Analytica scandal can be defined as a supplier-caused product-

harm crisis.  

In such crises, product-related corporate ability and social responsibility intertwine. 

Building on Kim and Rader (2010), corporate ability of digital platforms can be defined as 

the ability and expertise to produce high-quality products or services that minimize negative 

externalities for users and democratic societies, which is fundamental to regarding digital 

platforms as good members of society and thus to ascribing social responsibility. This indi-

cates that pragmatic and moral legitimacy are closely related in the digital platforms’ prod-

uct-harm crisis.  

The product-harm crisis becomes evident in public debate in which digital platforms 

take part as well. In a product-harm crisis, the social responsibility-focused communication 

strategy of a company is found to be beneficial in offsetting damages to corporate legitimacy 

(Kim, 2014). Moreover, a defensive reasoning strategy can convince external audiences to 

attribute less blame to the company (Tao, 2016). Regarding the role of digital platforms in 

this public negotiating process, Gillespie (2010) states that platforms’ corporate communi-

cation goes beyond ability and responsibility strategies and embraces institutional work. He 

concludes that platforms communicate “strategically, to position themselves both to pursue 

current and future profits, to strike a regulatory sweet spot between legislative protections 

that benefit them and obligations that do not” as well as work “not just politically but also 

discursively to frame their services and technologies” (Gillespie, 2010, p. 348). Discursively, 
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digital platforms have managed to position themselves “as champions of freedom of expres-

sion” while they downplay their roles in public communication “as merely an intermediary, 

to limit [their] liability for the users’ activity” (Gillespie, 2010, p. 356).  

Against the background of the public negotiation processes of Facebook’s social re-

sponsibility, we ask the following about Facebook’s corporate communication.  

RQ 1. What discursive strategies does Facebook pursue to defend its prag-

matic, moral, and cognitive legitimacy? 

RQ 2. In what way can characteristics of institutional work be identified in 

Facebook’s discursive strategies? 

Method 

Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) 

Public discourses occur within wider processes of social and cultural change, power 

relations, and ideology (Fairclough, 1995). Discourse is socially conditioned, as it helps to 

sustain or change the social status quo. Phillips et al. (2004) argue that discourse analysis is 

an adequate framework to understand the social production of institutionalizing and deinsti-

tutionalizing processes. Different actors and content compete for interpretative dominance 

in a discourse. CDA presumes power relations between actors using “strategic ways to 

change the mind of others in one’s own interests” (van Dijk, 1993, p. 254, emphasis in orig-

inal). CDA attempts to reveal such power relations and “root out a particular kind of delusion” 

(Fairclough & Wodak, 1997, p. 187) within a discourse. Therefore, both what is said and 

what is not said are important to understand discursive persuasion attempts.  

Companies represent one strategic actor in public discourse. For the present study, it 

is relevant to note that corporate communication is interest-driven and thus biased towards 

a positive tone (Beattie, Dhanani, & Jones, 2008; Rutherford, 2005), aims at rebuilding trust 
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after crisis (Molthagen-Schnöring, 2013), and applies impression management (Beattie et 

al., 2008), i.e., seeks to change the mind of others in its own interest.  

This study follows an explorative analysis procedure that first outlines the structure of 

the communication event and the roles of the participants. Then, the topics that are addressed 

during the event are categorized. These steps refer to the chronological sequence of the event. 

Next, the rhetoric instruments are identified. After that, first, themes across the chronological 

topics in which the corporate actor defends the company and its conduct are classified and 

summarized into strategic defense narratives. Second, the discursive function of the defense 

narratives is identified. Therefore, van Leeuwen and Wodak’s (1999) legitimacy strategies, 

Suchman’s (1995) pragmatic, cognitive, and moral legitimacy categorization, and, against 

the background of the discursive work of digital platforms (Gillespie, 2010), Russell’s (2017) 

institutional logics of Silicon Valley companies comprise the types of discursive functions. 

Finally, the defense narratives are compared to Lawrence and Suddaby’s (2006) classifica-

tion of institutional work. 

Material 

The analysis is based on the transcript of Mark Zuckerberg’s testimony before the EU 

Parliament on 22 May 2018 that was video recorded and titled “European Parliament Con-

ference of Presidents with Mark Zuckerberg – founder and CEO of Facebook.” Zuckerberg’s 

gestures can be no part of the analysis since the camera mostly frames Zuckerberg in a head 

and shoulder shot, showing his hands only when raised to chest level. The hearing format 

was unique as Zuckerberg successfully negotiated that there would be a round of questions 

by the representatives of the EU Parliament first, and his answers would follow the question 

round, instead of providing an answer after each question. This format maximizes the inter-

viewee’s freedom for structuring his answers, focusing on certain issues more than on others 
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or completely ignoring certain questions. This hearing format thus reveals which issues are 

aggravating for the interviewee. Also, answers may not go into detail but may remain vague, 

pre-defined public relations talk. Because of the greater power of the interviewee compared 

to a genuinely dialogic question-answer format, Zuckerberg’s handling of the questions of-

fers insights into the degree of accepting social responsibility as opposed to symbolic social 

responsibility and the perceived need to defend and restore Facebook’s legitimacy.  

Context 

Political actors increasingly recognize that platforms retain their unintended power and 

conduct largely independently from regulation despite their negative externalities. This di-

agnosis discursively manifests in critical speeches, reports, and parliamentary hearings with 

representatives of digital platforms. During the U.S. Senate Judiciary and Commerce com-

mittee hearing regarding Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg on 11 April 2018, the chairmen 

of the Commerce Committee provided an opening statement that acknowledged Zucker-

berg’s entrepreneurial achievement while reminding Facebook about its responsibilities: 

Mr. Zuckerberg, in many ways you and the company that you created, the story that 

you’ve created represents the American Dream. Many are incredibly inspired by what 

you’ve done. At the same time, you have an obligation, and it’s up to you to ensure 

that that dream does not become a privacy nightmare for the scores of people who use 

Facebook. (Transcript courtesy of Bloomberg Government, 2018) 

 

Digital platforms seem to show awareness of the social responsibility and regulation 

discourse. Acknowledging that “[t]here’s too much sensationalism, disinformation and po-

larization in the world today. Social media enables people to spread information faster than 

ever before, and if we don’t specifically tackle these problems, then we end up amplifying 
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them” (Zuckerberg, 2018), Zuckerberg recognizes Facebook’s social responsibility in the 

public sphere. After the Cambridge Analytica scandal, such symbolic communication be-

came insufficient, and representatives of digital platforms were forced into a justification 

dialogue with political actors. Zuckerberg’s public hearings before the U.S. Senate and the 

EU Parliament were also called an “apology tour” by the press (Frenkel, 2018, para 1). The 

hearings can be regarded as roundtables between digital platforms and their regulatory stake-

holders, which represents a deliberative type of CSR communication according to Seele and 

Lock (2015). 

In his testimony before the U.S. Senate, Zuckerberg stated in his introductory com-

ments that “Facebook is an idealistic and optimistic company for most of our existence,” 

describing examples of positive externalities of Facebook in communications, businesses, 

and the economy, and apologized for not taking “a broad enough view of our responsibilities” 

(Transcript courtesy of Bloomberg Government, 2018). He uses almost the same wording to 

apologize to the EU Parliament about six weeks later, on 22 May.  

Findings 

The Structure of Mark Zuckerberg’s EU Hearing 

The hearing lasted 1 hour and 28 minutes and had six phases (summarized in Table 2). 

First, in a short speech the President of the European Parliament introduced Zuckerberg to 

the meeting and addressed Facebook’s negative externalities for users and their communi-

cation in democratic societies. Next, Zuckerberg read an opening statement from a manu-

script in which he emphasized common values between Facebook and Europe, including 

“importance of human rights, and the need for community, to the love of technology and all 

the potential it can bring,” focused on the positive externalities of Facebook, apologized by 

stating, “We didn’t take a broad enough view of our responsibility. And that was a mistake, 
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and I’m sorry for it,” and concluded with an explanation of extensive substantive action that 

Facebook takes “to keep people safe.” The opening statement was followed by a collection 

of questions from the present Members of Parliament.  

After the questions, Zuckerberg replied collectively in a monologue during which he 

identified and divided the questions into nine topics. Thereby, he takes up issues and expres-

sions from his opening statement and explains those in greater detail. Zuckerberg selects the 

topics he addresses based on the frequency of questions and on whether the question pro-

vides an opportunity to convey legitimacy narratives. After addressing several topics, Zuck-

erberg asks the rhetorical question “what else” while looking into his notes, and Members 

of Parliament attempt to take guidance by reminding him of a topic he did not address 

(“shadow profiles”), which is however ignored by Zuckerberg. Towards the end of his testi-

mony, Zuckerberg says, “I want to be sensitive to time because we are 15 minutes over the 

scheduled meeting,” while acknowledging that there “were a lot of specific questions that I 

didn’t get to specifically answer,” after which two participants spontaneously follow up on 

questions that were not addressed. Mark Zuckerberg replies, “I’ll make sure we’ll follow up 

and get you answers to those,” rapidly putting his palms on the table and slightly rolling back 

in his chair. This gesture underlines his decision to end the meeting and suggests eagerness 

to leave. After Zuckerberg’s agreement to provide written answers to the remaining ques-

tions, the President closes the hearing. 

[Table 2 about here] 

The Defense Narratives of Mark Zuckerberg’s EU Testimony 

Pragmatic legitimacy. The major narratives of Zuckerberg’s testimony aim at signal-

ing pragmatic legitimacy through three closely related corporate ability narratives. The first 

focuses on the utility of Facebook for private and corporate users, which is expressed using 
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instrumental rationalization. Zuckerberg highlights positive externalities of Facebook’s 

products and services in his introduction just before his apology as well as throughout his 

answer monologue (strategic defense narrative A in Figure 2). Therefore, he lists examples 

of positive effects of Facebook communication for users and stresses positive effects for 

businesses and the economy, which is “all the good that technology and connecting people 

can bring.” He refers to Facebook’s safety check tool that “tens of thousands of people” use 

to communicate that they are safe after terrorist attacks. Further, Facebook contributes to 

refugee integration since refugees can “stay in touch with their loved ones back home and 

find new communities here” using Facebook. During his testimony, Zuckerberg refers to 

Facebook’s well-being research, although the topic was not brought up in the questions, 

which reveals that using Facebook for staying in touch with “loved ones” instead of using 

Facebook for news consumption is very positive for users’ well-being. Using the authoriza-

tion strategy through references to research underlines Facebook’s utility for users. Besides 

these positive effects for society, the economy is indirectly positively affected since busi-

nesses using Facebook create new jobs: “There are 18 million small businesses here in Eu-

rope” of which “almost half” hired more people “as a result of the use of our tools.” He 

describes in a vow-like tone that Facebook has a 

pro-competitive effect of enabling all these small businesses to now have access to the 

same kinds of marketing and advertising tools and be able to reach customers in so-

phisticated technological ways that previously only large business had the means to 

do. And that’s something that we’re very proud of. 

 

This elaborate talk portrays Facebook’s products and services as socially and econom-

ically valuable for many private and business users.  
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The second emphasis for signaling pragmatic legitimacy lies in mythopoesis. Zucker-

berg uses Facebook’s dorm room founding myth to remind people about the fast develop-

ment of the company from a small start-up due to its utility for users and the fact that the 

company always had the best intentions and acted in the interest of its users (narrative B in 

Figure 2). Zuckerberg states, 

So, if you look back on the history of how we’ve operated. I don’t want to get started 

in my dorm room in college because it was just me and because we didn’t have the AI 

[artificial intelligence] tools at the time to be able to look through a lot of the content 

to understand what was a violation of our community standards and what wasn’t. Our 

policy for most of the history of the company has been to have our community flag 

things for us and then us to look at them reactively.  

 

This mythologizing of Facebook through telling stories about its past also aims at 

maintaining Facebook as a corporate institution according to Lawrence and Suddaby (2006) 

and therefore strives to advocate cognitive beyond pragmatic legitimacy.  

However, third, immoral users and developers misused Facebook’s products and ser-

vices for their own interests (narrative C). Facebook’s fault lies not in having developed 

flawed products and services but in not recognizing misuses quickly enough: “In 2016, we 

were too slow to identify Russian interference in the U.S. presidential election.” Now, Face-

book strives at “making sure that we can do a better job of governing the system, keeping 

bad content out. In the ways that we do that is by understanding how people are using the 

system.” This argument tries to reframe the product-harm crisis into a supplier crisis (Jong 

& van der Meer, 2017). Thus, mythopoesis is used as an explanation that functions as an 
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instrumental rationalization strategy for reducing blame ascriptions to Facebook. This issue 

is related to solution-oriented and substantive action arguments described in the next section.  

Moral legitimacy. Wherever possible, Zuckerberg addresses ethical responsibilities 

to signal moral legitimacy. His responsibility narrative indicates that evaluating Facebook’s 

products and services against the background of ethical responsibility has been a learning 

process. After apologizing for not taking “a broad enough view,” Zuckerberg recognizes that, 

“Now, we think our responsibility is greater.” The numerous substantive undertakings to 

curtail negative externalities (narrative D) are embedded in a talk of acknowledging ethical 

responsibility (narrative E). Zuckerberg states, “Keeping people safe will always be more 

important than maximizing our profits” and suggests that ethical responsibilities are more 

important than business responsibilities, which is in contrast to Carroll’s (1991) CSR hier-

archy. Yet, this depiction may be rational in the context of the hearing, indicating that Face-

book strives to be a good corporate citizen.  

Zuckerberg accentuates the company’s diligence as well as efficiency regarding sub-

stantive action on the one hand (narrative D). Speaking of diligence, he states that Facebook 

“realized that we need to do a much better job of addressing that [misuse] quickly.” Further, 

Facebook makes the “necessary investments” to go through “the areas that are the most sen-

sitive and have the highest risk of harm: terror, bullying, self-harm, election integrity.” This 

includes Facebook’s ability as a “big company” “to start developing more AI tools” and “to 

employ tens of thousands of people” who will review potentially problematic content. Be-

sides investments, Facebook understood the motivation behind fake news distributors, which 

are purely economically driven, similar to spammers, and thus Facebook took action to re-

duce their advertising revenue, which will solve the problem of fake news sites. Zuckerberg 

uses numbers to prove the efficiency of their substantive actions. For instance, Facebook 
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“took down more than 30,000 [fake] accounts” in the French presidential election and has 

“already investigated thousands of apps and […] taken down more than 200” after the Cam-

bridge Analytical scandal. Facebook’s “AI systems now can flag 99 percent of the ISIS and 

Al Qaeda related content that we end up taking down,” and the response time to harm or 

suicide videos on Facebook Live “is now less than ten minutes.” In conclusive sentences, 

Zuckerberg summarizes Facebook’s efficiency ability stating that “we have been able to 

significantly improve” and “we are already making significant progress in doing that.” More-

over, Facebook considers regulation for reducing negative externalities as reasonable, ac-

knowledging that “the Internet is becoming increasingly important in people’s lives. Some 

sort of regulation is important and inevitable.” This also suggest Facebook’s willingness to 

adapt to new regulation.  

On the other hand, a third theme within the substantive action narrative is related to 

modesty and imperfection, which limit efficiency ability. Zuckerberg states “we’ll never be 

perfect on this [prohibit the distribution of ‘bad content’]” because of the misusing users or 

developers who make it “an arms race” regarding AI technology in which Facebook never-

theless “will constantly be working to stay ahead.” Further, Zuckerberg notes that “many 

months” are needed to sufficiently react to the problems related to negative externalities of 

Facebook. Regarding fake news identification through third-party fact checkers, Facebook 

is “trying to roll that out around the world,” which, however, “requires having specific fact 

checking partners in every country and in every language. […] We know that there is a lot 

more to do there.” Therefore, corporate audiences can expect the correction of defects to be 

a long-term, ongoing process. 

Thus, Zuckerberg signals that Facebook has been learning how to react to negative 

externalities. In Facebook’s understanding, negative externalities are caused by misuse and 
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not by their products or services. This suggests that Facebook will continue to learn how to 

handle negative externalities since future misuse is not yet known, and they will not be able 

to prevent negative externalities before they occur. Although Zuckerberg portrays Face-

book’s approach to identifying problematic content as actively correcting compared to their 

original approach of letting users flag “bad content,” the new approach retains a reactive 

component as there are no references to anticipating future negative externalities. Hence, 

there are limits to Facebook’s adaptation ability, although their willingness to conform is 

high. 

Besides general symbolic responsibility statements, the application of social responsi-

bility is revealed in two value-laden examples. First, Zuckerberg declares that Facebook re-

frains from evaluating political stances. He affirms that Facebook is a “platform for all ideas,” 

taking up aspects of Habermas’ ideal of a public sphere: 

It’s very important to me that we are a service that allows for a wide variety of political 

discourse. We regard this as a big part of our responsibility. And I can commit to you 

here today that we have never and will not make decisions about what content is al-

lowed or how we do ranking on the basis of a political orientation. That’s an important 

philosophical point for me that I’m proud to be able to commit to. 

This vow-like statement can be considered a pragmatic speech act of an unalterable 

value declaration.  

Second, regarding fake news, Zuckerberg states, “We don’t want to be in a position as 

Facebook is saying what is true or false. We think that’s not the right position for us to be 

in.” Consequently, Facebook defers to the findings of fact checkers who assign responsibility 

to external parties. In case of fake news, Facebook marks it and surrounds it with more con-

tent from other angles “so people can have a more rounded view.”  
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Both examples reveal that Facebook wishes to be a neutral platform fulfilling the cri-

teria of the constructionist public sphere that focuses on including the periphery and op-

pressed (Ferree, Gamson, Gerhards, & Rucht, 2002). Being a “platform for all ideas” also 

refers to the Silicon Valley mantra that information is free and should be accessible for eve-

ryone (Healey & Woods, 2017). Thus, ethical responsibilities are recognized but interpreted 

from a techno-utilitarian view.  

These moral narratives explain how Facebook adapts to external expectations, indicat-

ing Facebook’s conformity with external expectations. According to Scherer et al. (2013), 

conformity narratives signal cognitive legitimacy. Thus, Zuckerberg’s moral conformity nar-

ratives may also play into Facebook’s cognitive legitimacy. 

Cognitive legitimacy. Mark Zuckerberg conveys Silicon Valley logics of technology 

superiority throughout the hearing and systemizes Facebook’s technology (narrative F).  

In his introductory statement, Zuckerberg refers to a democratic value and a social 

media characteristic, stating that Europe and Facebook share the same values of “human 

rights, and the need for community,” climaxing with the tech-utopian view “the love of tech-

nology and all the potential it can bring.” He also describes Facebook’s ideology with the 

focus on “all the good that technology […] can bring.” More specifically, one technology is 

highlighted as having the most potential. Throughout his testimony, Zuckerberg frequently 

portrays AI as being able to solve every problem: “One of the things I’m proud of is that our 

AI systems now can flag a 99 percent” of terror content, “the game plan is […] building 

more AI tools” for identifying fake accounts, “we have the possibility to start developing 

more AI tools” for fake news detection, and “so we built AI tools” for detecting harm or 

suicide videos on Facebook Live. This indicates that digital technology, more specifically 

AI, is capable of solving every problem on Facebook. Facebook’s application of AI also 
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suggests an increase in Facebook’s utility, which signals corporate ability and thus pragmatic 

legitimacy.  

This tech-utilitarian logic is specifically relevant in his speech about regulation re-

quirements, which include “that they [regulatory frameworks] allow for innovation, that 

don’t inadvertently prevent new technologies like AI from being developed.” The tech-uto-

pian ideology appears to be more important than potential competition as Zuckerberg de-

mands that regulation should not lay an “undue burden” on “the next student sitting in a 

college dorm room like I was 14 years ago […] on being able to build the next great products.” 

Zuckerberg recognizes that the regulation discourse is “an ongoing conversation that we look 

forward to participating in,” as conveying tech-utopian views to the regulation body is stra-

tegically important. Thus, technological innovation is represented as a necessary path for 

society, and therefore freedom of technological innovation deserves a maximum of protec-

tion. This combination of techno-utopian ideology and striving for minimum regulation puts 

Zuckerberg’s speech in a techno-libertarian perspective. In Lawrence and Suddaby’s (2006) 

sense of advocacy, Zuckerberg strives to mobilize political and regulatory support for the 

lowest possible regulation of AI. 

Besides outlining the superior capability of technology, Zuckerberg subjectifies Face-

book’s technology. He refers to Facebook technology behind its products and services as 

“the system.” For instance, “there were a lot of different apps that were using the system,” 

“we can do a better job of governing the system” by “understanding how people are using 

the system,” and “manage the system.” This suggests that Facebook’s technology is complex 

and inscrutable, and thus Zuckerberg must send “someone to do a full hearing soon to answer 

more of the technical questions as well,” as he suggests towards the end of his statement. It 

also implies that how “the system” works not only depends on Facebook but on other users 
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or developers that might be able to exploit it for their interests, which is an attempt to limit 

Facebook’s liability. Also, the systemization suggests corporate ability and may play into 

Facebook’s pragmatic legitimacy. 

Unanswered questions. Zuckerberg remains silent to the “specific” and “more tech-

nical” questions. Although asked through interjection or further inquiry after Zuckerberg 

finished his answer monologue, questions about shadow profiles, cross-platform data use, 

and targeting of political advertising remained unanswered. These topics address the com-

modification of users and user data, which is at the heart of Facebook’s business model and 

suggest that Facebook performs surveillance capitalism. Answers to these questions could 

be framed in pragmatic legitimacy talk indicating that users benefit from analyzing their user 

data by receiving suggestions that meet their interests. At the same time, Facebook’s com-

modification of user data would become a focus, which Zuckerberg avoids throughout his 

talk. The commodification would counterbalance and risk disparaging Facebook’s thor-

oughly illustrated pragmatic, moral, and cognitive legitimacy. Because certain questions are 

unanswered, the audience is unable to conclusively evaluate Facebook’s conduct against the 

background of social responsibility. Zuckerberg’s strict avoidance therefore adds an after-

taste of whitewashing to the talk, which compromises the credibility of his talk and thus 

Facebook’s moral legitimacy (Seele & Lock, 2015).  

Synopsis. Zuckerberg’s talk at the EU Parliament signals all three corporate legitimacy 

dimensions (Figure 2) and is designed to counterbalance the negative externalities addressed 

by politicians with positive externalities and utility of Facebook’s products and services. 

Thereby, Zuckerberg uses a wide range of discursive strategies. All addressed topics are 

related to pragmatic legitimacy narratives. The narratives around topics that suggest negative 

externalities are additionally linked to moral legitimacy. Zuckerberg extensively emphasizes 
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corporate ability and Facebook’s internal revision of practices. When it comes to cognitive 

legitimacy, Zuckerberg indicates that AI will be used to formalize Facebook’s operations 

and advocates Silicon Valley tech logics. Finally, he popularizes new models when suggest-

ing minimum regulation for AI. According to Suchman’s (1995) legitimation strategies, the 

speech seeks to gain pragmatic and cognitive legitimacy and to repair Facebook’s moral 

legitimacy. Zuckerberg advocates techno-libertarian values and thus conducts institutional 

work in Lawrence and Suddaby’s (2006) sense. Thus, Zuckerberg employs an almost com-

plete and perfectly arranged variation of discursive legitimacy strategies, using the hearing 

as a deliberative CSR roundtable.  

[Figure 2 about here] 

Conclusion 

Neo-institutional theory suggests that external legitimacy expectations function as 

conformity constraints for company behavior. The wide conformation of companies to CSR 

expectations confirms this view. Yet, discursive institutionalism argues that external expec-

tations are socially constructed, which also includes the discursive manipulation of corporate 

actors. That is, corporate actors not only passively adapt to but can actively shape external 

expectations. Conformation and manipulation strategies for gaining corporate legitimacy are 

identified in Suchman (1995) and central in Scherer et al.’s (2013) legitimacy management 

strategies. Since legitimacy is vital for the sustained success of a company, corporate legiti-

macy communication, including CSR communication, is an important issue of strategic com-

munication. Integrating conformity and manipulation, this study conceptualizes strategic 

communication as a means for discursively signaling conformity as well as discursively ma-

nipulating external legitimacy expectations and judgments, emphasizing the capacity of stra-

tegic communication to discursively construct institutions. 
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This study demonstrates how companies can simultaneously discursively adapt to and 

manipulate external legitimacy expectations using strategic communication. Against the 

background of the legitimacy negotiation of digital platforms that is caused by a product-

harm crisis in which corporate audiences address yet unmet social responsibility expecta-

tions, this study critically analyzes the testimony of Facebook’s founder and CEO Mark 

Zuckerberg concerning discursive legitimacy defense at the European Parliament in May 

2018. Zuckerberg’s testimony strives to manipulate the legitimacy perception of external 

audiences as well as attempts to alter the institutional views under which Facebook’s legiti-

macy is judged. According to Lawrence and Suddaby (2006), Zuckerberg can be conceptu-

alized as an institutional entrepreneur who conducts institutional work through reconfiguring 

institutions while highlighting the importance of technology for solving social problems: 

While striving to repair Facebook’s legitimacy, Zuckerberg’s talk also aims at mobilizing 

political and regulatory support for minimum regulation of AI.  

The study therefore also contributes to an understanding of the role digital platforms 

seek to play in society. Zuckerberg’s techno-libertarian argumentation suggests that without 

being allowed to experiment with innovative technology, solutions to social problems will 

not be found. Thereby, Zuckerberg prepares the path for an AI-technologized future at Fa-

cebook and beyond. This technological superiority mantra comprises a central logic of Sili-

con Valley companies (Healey & Woods, 2017; Russell, 2017). Once institutionalized more 

broadly, advocating AI may lead to overlooking other possible methods of solving the neg-

ative externalities of digital platforms for society. Therefore, future research should critically 

analyze the power relations and institutional work regarding creating new institutions and 

disrupting existing institutions in the unfolding discourse about the regulation of digital plat-

forms, in which Zuckerberg announced his company’s participation. 
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The present study is limited by its focus on one specific communication event between 

Facebook’s CEO and European politicians that does not represent Facebook’s corporate 

communication in general. However, this deliberative stakeholder roundtable provides in-

sight into an international digital platform’s legitimacy defense facing the expectations of 

politicians who wish to regulate digital platforms and hold them accountable for negative 

externalities. Future research may find an analysis over time an insightful approach compar-

ing the social responsibility talk of representatives of digital platforms between the U.S. and 

other countries. As Suchman (1995, p. 592) argues, an orchestrated communication by a 

group of companies becomes a powerful “collective evangelism” occupying an issue. That 

is, it is relevant to analyze how various digital platforms frame the roles and responsibilities 

of themselves and new technology in society. Further, this study cannot give evidence re-

garding the legitimacy perception of Zuckerberg’s talk on the judgement level or the micro 

level of users (Bitektine & Haack, 2015). It would, however, be informative to analyze in 

what way Zuckerberg’s legitimacy signals are perceived and whether they contribute to le-

gitimacy judgments of external audiences.  

Future research should also investigate to what extend social expectations influence 

CSR decisions of digital platforms and how digital platforms respond to social expectations. 

This study suggests that digital platforms rather employ a manipulation instead of confirma-

tion strategy, which is the preferred mode when costs of organizational change are high 

(Scherer et al., 2013) and new models ought to be promoted (Suchman, 1995). Digital plat-

forms will remain relevant for communication and democracy in digital societies. Their im-

portance calls for holding digital platforms accountable concerning negative externalities for 

individual users and the public. Thus, analyzing the discursive signals within the strategic 
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communication of digital platforms will remain crucial to further “examine the roles they 

aim to play, and the terms by which they hope to be judged” (Gillespie, 2010, p. 347).  
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Table 1: Discursive legitimation strategies 

Legitimacy 

Dimension 

Discursive Signal Discursive Narrative 

Pragmatic Corporate ability Instrumental rationalization 

• Expertise 

• Utility and benefits 

• Positive externalities 

Mythopoesis 

• Company history, e.g., founding myth 

Moral Ethical responsibility Moral evaluation 

• Conforming to values (e.g., wellbeing, leader-

ship, public interest, security, and success) 

Substantive action 

• Excusing (speech act) 

• Revising practices 

Cognitive Conformity Authorization 

• References to law, standards, common sense etc. 

Substantive action 

• Formalizing/professionalizing operations 

Institutional work 

• Popularizing new models 
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Note. Synthesis of discursive legitimation strategies based on Kim and Rader (2010), Law-

rence and Suddaby (2006), Scherer et al. (2013), Suchman (1995), and van Leeuwen and 

Wodak (1999).  
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Table 2: Structure of the hearing 

Parts of the hearing Topics 

1. Introduction of the President of 

the European Parliament,  

ca. 7 min 

Negative externalities of Facebook for users and their 

communication in democratic societies 

2. Opening statement of Mark 

Zuckerberg,  

ca. 11 min 

(1) Commitment to European values;  

(2) Positive externalities of Facebook;  

(3) Apology;  

(4) Reference to substantive action 

3. Questions of Parliament mem-

bers,  

ca. 40 min 

Negative externalities of Facebook for users and their 

communication in democratic societies; Processes of 

surveillance and data harvesting 

4. Testimony of Mark Zucker-

berg,  

ca. 23 min 

(1) User-generated content with negative externalities; 

(2) Election integrity; 

(3) Regulation; 

(4) Competition; 

(5) Tax paying; 

(6) EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR); 

(7) Political bias; 

(8) Wellbeing; 

(9) Cambridge Analytica 
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5. Spontaneous follow-up on un-

answered questions,  

ca. 2 min 

Shadow profiles; data usage across platforms; targeted 

political advertising 

6. President’s closure,  

ca. 2 min 

Zuckerberg agrees to answer the remaining questions 

in written format. 
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Figure 1: Strategic communication as legitimacy signal and institutional work 
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Figure 2: Zuckerberg’s legitimacy defense narratives 
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